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FORT WAYNE MEN DONATE TO GYM
SCRAPS 0' SCRIP

Coming To Taylor

By the Editor
Uncle Sam is usually the goat in
these international "conflabs" about
disarmament. The object of the game
is to get "Shylock" to' unload as
much as possible without his detect
ing that the other powers have a cor
responding gain. Uncle Sam's atti
tude, however, helps to build up
healthy standards for the diplomacy
of tomorrow. What he loses by sink
ing battleships is not entirely in vain.
The dispute between Paraguay and
Bolivia has flared up again with the
killing of a Paraguayan soldier by
Bolivian troops. We don't see why
one side or the other doesn't get ven
geance by giving the whole Chaco to
her enemy. The insects would do the
rest.
Primo de Revera has resigned his
dictatorship of Spain. We'd say he
is now part of the riff-raff if he
hadn't been kicked out of the Riff
long ago.
Mexico recently broke off diplo
matic relations with Russia. The Sov
iets expressed themselves as "sur
prised." We dare say that nothing
short of a night in Chicago would
"shock" them, however.
President Rubio, of Mexico, was
wounded by a would-be assassin only
two hours after his inauguration. One
thing about it, he can't complain that
he had no warning.

DR. L. S. KEYSER GUEST
OF HOLINESS LEAGUE
Taylor University, Feb. 15. (By E.
F-)—Dr. Leander S. Keyser, Head of
the Department of Systematic Theol
ogy at Wittenberg University, visited
Taylor University fnursday and Fri
day of last week and delivered a brief
but interesting series of lectures. Dr.
Keyser is noted for his conservative
stand on the fundamentals of the
Christian faith. He was enthusiastic
ally received by Taylor students.

Dr. Clarence True Wilson, Secre
tary of the Board of Temperance and
Morals of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, will be the Commencement
speaker at Taylor this year. Dr. Wil
son lives in Washington, D. C.

Prof. Hansen's Recital
Pleases T. U. Audiences
Shreiner Auditorium, Feb. 14 (By
J. G.)—Professor Charles F. Hansen,
blind organist of Indianapolis, gave
a recital in Shreiner Auditorium this
evening. A large and appreciative au
dience greeted him.

Professor Hansen, who is an associ
ate member of the American Guild of
Organists, and who has been organist
at the Second Presbyterian Church of
Indianapolis for more than thirty
years, was at his best in this even
ing's
program.
Since the dinner bell is scarcely
heard in the Philosophy classroom,
In addition to the selections of the
we have found that Schopenhauer was
regular program, which were de
right when he said that "desire is a
lightfully rendered, the organist play
state of painful suspense."
ed many request numbers.
It was thoughtful of the Junior
Echo Staff to dedicate their issue of
The Echo to the Senior Class. Jun
iors, your hearts are on the right side!
—which is to say, on the left side.
Thanks!

"Probably no other single man liv
ing today can compare with Musso
lini in power," says the Oakland City
Collegian. He gets the prize, for we
take it as self-evident that no married
man can compare with him.

NOTED WRITER
Bright Outlook For Taylor
LECTURES HERE
Depicted By Dr. Paul

The Bigness of Bible Religion
"I stand for a whole Bible, a whole
Christ, and a whole Salvation," an
nounced Dr. Keyser at the opening of
the Prayer Meeting Hour Thursday
evening. He took as his text I Tim
othy 4:8, "Bodily exercise profiteth
little; but godliness is profitable unto
all things, having promise of the life
that now is and of that which is to
come."
"Paul," said Dr. Keyser, "does not
disparage the human body, but shows
that bo'dily exercise is profitable for
comparatively few things. A well de
veloped body is not profitable for all
things, in all respects, and every
where; but God-likeness, piety, and
true religion is profitable unto' all
things. Is anything more important
than to be like the good and holy God,
the ultimate Personality and the ul
timate Reality?
"Money is not always profitable.
It cannot purchase even earthly hap
piness; it cannot regain health for us;
it cannot buy off the messenger of
death. But if you are God's child "all
(Continued on page 6, col. 2)

Volunteers Meet
At Anderson, Ind.
TAYLORITES TO SPEAK
AT CONVENTION

Seniors, What Will It Be?

Jubilee Week Planned
February 14. (By J. P.)—The clos
ing week of this school year at Tay
lor has been set apart as "Jubilee
Week."
Bishop William F. Oldham will be
gin a series of morning lectures on
June 4. He takes the place of the late
Dr. Wm. H. Huff, who formerly con
ducted these services.
Dr. and Mrs. John Thomas, noted
evangelists and missionaries, have
been invited to conduct a Conference
on Christian Experience and Evan
gelism during the afternoons of the
week of jubilee. Taylor students will
be disappointed if these saintly peo
ple cannot be with them.
General events will be held at 8:15
every morning. Names of the differ(Continued on page 5, col. 3)

Mr. Hansen, who is widely known
in the middle West, Says that of all
his audiences he prefers Taylor. The
enthusiasm with which the people here
received him showed that the appreci
ation was reciprocal.

mons, erstwhile noted for sobriety,
sageness, and fewness of words. On
Tuesday, February 11, he went to
Marion. Night came and went, but no
Frank.
Wednesday the Marion police were
notified of the disappearance of Si
mons. Subsequently, he occupied the
headlines of the papers for two days.
His father, Mr. J. P. Simons of Lakewood, Ohio, came to Taylor to search
for him.
Diana had run her course twice;
then came a card attached to an ar
row shot by Cupid. Frank was in To
ledo. He was merely hitch-hiking to
Saginaw to spend the week!
Sunday came, and with it came the
prodigal to' Taylor again. The fatted
calf awaited him.
He is the hero of the hour! But,
we presume, explanations are in order
at the office of the Dean. The Presi
dent has already characterized his of
fense as "not serious," but only a
youthful "nrank."

Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb. 16. (By
Long Distance, Special to' The Echo)
Mr. H. E. Capeheart, President of the
Capeheart Corporation, Public Ad
dress System, has definitely agreed to
donate a loud-speaking arrangement
for the auditorium in the new Maytag
Gymnasium.
There are NO strings attached to
the gift. It will cost $3,000 to $6,000,
depending on the size of the auditor
ium.
The gymnasium is growing to the
proportions of a $100,000 building.

The annual State Convention of the
Student Volunteers will be held at An
derson College and Bible Seminary,
February 21 to 23. The state presi
dent, Mr. Ralph Dodge, will preside
at the convention.
Mr. Dodge, who is a Junior at Tay
lor University, is the second student
from this school to hold the state
presidency of this organization within
three years. Robert Clark, of Phila
delphia, Pa., occupied this important
CLASS OF '30
office two years ago while he was a
Shreiner Auditorium, Feb. 16 (Spe
student at Taylor.
cial)—It was announced by Dr. John
In the coming convention, three Paul, President of Taylor University,
(Continued on page 5, col. 4)
that there would be fifty-six Bacca
laureate degrees issued in June. The
Class of '30 is evidently the largest
Taylor President To
in the history of Taylor.
Address Conferences Dr. Paul also revealed the fact that
a Fort Wayne man had sent in a
Dr. John Paul will deliver a series
check for $500 for the gymnasium
of addresses before all the district
work. Another Fort Wayne man wants
conferences of the North Indiana Con
till the end of the month to decide
ference during the first week in
whether to donate $13,000 on the new
March. Bishop Edgar Blake will be
gym.
the other "outside" speaker on the
The President also gave some of
program. The morning and evening
the plans for Commencement.
appointments will alternate between
There is a movement on to have a
the two speakers.
general re-union of all members of
The speaking tour opens at Monroethe Alumni Association. Former class
ville in the Fort Wayne District on
presidents are asked to make a drive
March 3. Other points on the sched
ule are Leesburg, Fairmount, Roan, to help gather in the graduates of oth
er years.
Anderson, and Union City. The en
Monday evening, June 9, will be
gagements end on March 7.
Alumni Evening, instead of Tuesday
evening as heretofore. A special pay
entertainment will be given by Alum
ni talent, which will include some
faculty members.

TAYLOR STUDENT FLEES
MONOTONY OF CLASSROOM
Shades of John Milton and Richard
Steele!
Winter has been flirting too much
with the fair damsel, Spring! Her silk
en skirt brushed a Taylor student as
she passed.
The result was magic.
"Make me a child again just for
this week," entreated the youth. He
had an advantage over the poet, in
that his petition was granted.
Good Father Time, or shall we say
"evil ?" made a mighty sweep with
his trusty scythe and clipped five
years off his biography.
Thus it was that a Sophomore got
his name in the headlines of Marion
newspapers.
He went away quietly without dis
turbing anyone. Whose business is it,
anyway, if a fellow wants to go to'
Michigan? Roommates have troubles
enough of their own without concern
ing themselves about us. Certainly the
faculty has no business knowing about
it.
The wandering spirit was Frank Si

PHILANTHROPIST GIVES
SYSTEM OF AMPLIFIERS
TO NEW AUDITORIUM

LOHNES INJURED
IN SMASH-UP
AMERICAN COLLEGES TO RAISE ficient endowment out of the Asso
BILLION FOR ENDOWMENT
ciation, but that they are determined
to help them raise it.
Executive Office, Feb. 15 (Spec
It was announced by the president
ial)—A conference of great import of Taylor that this large movement
ance to colleges will be held at the would move very slowly and might
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, March 18-20. take years to get results. He expres
It will include all liberal arts col ses his surprise, however, at the quick
leges under the auspices of a com action of the committee, under the
mittee appointed recently by the As chairmanship of President A. N. Ward
sociation of American Colleges.
of Western Maryland College, in call
Our readers were impressed recent ing a nation wide convention on such
ly with the news that the latter As short notice. The college representa
sociation in January passed a resolu tives will meet in a banquet and will
tion to raise one billion dollars in en spend two days working on the en
dowment, resolving also that no col dowment proposition. It is expected
lege in the Association should have that President John Paul and Dr. Rob
less than two million dollars of en ert Lee Stuart, chairman of Taylor's
dowment. This does not mean that endowment committee, will represent
they resolved to drop colleges of de Taylor University.

PARTY HAVE NARROW ESCAPE
Upland, Ind., Feb. 16 (Special)—
Four Taylor students, and Mrs. Sid
ney Smith of Manton, Michigan, had
a narrow escape when the Ford sedan
in which they were riding, overturned
last Sunday evening. Jimmie Lohnes
suffered a broken arm.
The party was enroute to Jo'nesboro
to conduct the evening services at the
Methodist Church, when the accident
occurred.
It happened at an L-turn just north
of Upland. There were no markings
to indicate the turn, and the road was
slippery. The car, driven by Jimmie
Lohnes, was going too fast to make
the turn.
(Continued on uage 5, col. 4)
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SHIBBOLETH!
Taylor University has an optimistic outlook. Through
years of toil, faith, and sacrifice her pilots and bene
factors have made it possible for her to clearly, unblushingly pronounce the Shibboleth of the modern edu
cational world.
Taylor is an accredited college in the Indiana sys
tem; she is a member of the American Association of
Colleges; her teacher-training courses meet the demands
of such states as Indiana, Ohio, New York, and others.
The experiences of Taylor alumni have unequivocally
shown that her credits are good in the great universi
ties.
Many graduates of Taylor have shown a high de
gree of loyalty to their Alma Mater. The time was
when the school was run on a comparatively humble
plane. A small per cent of the alumni of those days are
not an asset to Taylor, not because they lack ability,
but because they have lost enthusiasm for the college
of past memories.
We appeal to every member of the Taylor family
to join with us in a movement for a greater Taylor
University. We have not achieved our final goal, but
there is no reason why we should impotently lisp the
Shibboleth of yesterday! Be a booster! As Taylor grows
we grow with her.
As members of the Class of '30, we count it a joy
to march forward with her in the program of World
Service in the name of the Redeemer!
PROVINCIALISM OR WORLD COMMUNITY
In the decades of the past provincialism may have
been inevitable. When it required three days to make a
trip from New York to Philadelphia with a fair wind,
communication was very much limited. Then a new coun
try with such rich resources engaged the attention of
its people in making the most for their personal gain
out of such opportunities.
The American people, however, did not start with
out the benefit of their inheritance. Mr. Ellwood says
that "Western civilization is a hybrid affair." Modern
civilization is a continuation of the civilizations of the
Hebrews, Greeks, Romans, and the Teutonic people. It
accepts today the ethics and religion of the Hebrews as
its standards. This will be seen in its correct light if we
regard Jesus' teachings as preeminently Jewish. The
student of philosophy turns to peruse the works of the
Grecian scholars and it is they who taught us that
there is the beautiful in life which may be found and
enjoyed. An ever increasing population needs measures
of social control, especially if a state's control is to reach
far. This desire fired the Roman breast; hence necessity
gave birth to government and law. To see how these
have influenced England and the West, one needs only to
observe how the names of rulers and officials which
Rome gave have permeated Western Governments. The
Teutonic people loved their freedom and Northern Eu
ropean peoples never found strong associations because
of this desire. But when proper bases were laid, Western
civilization borrowed this democratic freedom and gave
to its subjects a "government for the people and by
the people."
Since Western civilization is composed of elements
of various nationalities is there not a base in this for
world thought and world unity? If we are indebted so
much to the past who can say this is the great nation
which I have built, without remembering some founda
tion stones in our structure? There are forces at work
to prove that world thinking and world visions are be
coming more and more necessary and possible. Three
such forces only will be considered.
The assertion is sometimes made that some races
are closer to the animal than others, ine prognathism
of the Negro it is said proves that he is more closely
related to the animal traits than the white man, but
the prognathic jaw has placed upon it the external lips
which remove the dark skinned farther from the animal
than the white man. Again the great hairiness of the
Australian is cited as proof of the above assertion, but
this might carry more weight if it were not for the fact

that the white man in this respect is placed nearer the
animal trait than any other race. Psychology is brought
forth to lend its support of the statement above. It is
said the keen sense perceptions o'f primitive man is
proof positive. Such reasoning overlooks the fact of the
necessity of keen sense perception in modern civilization.
Experts of cloth, or tea, etc. have a power of discrimin
ation which is remarkable. Consider the sensitive touch
of the organist or violinist or professional typist. Ac
cording to view of some, man is many and civilization
is one, but Mr. Goldenweiser, teacher and lecturer on
Anthropology, says .the facts are "man is one, civiliza
tions are many."
Mr. Boas has written extensively setting forth the
unity of the human mind. He declares the "fundamental
traits of the mind are the same." To be sure the mind
is influenced by the personality of the individual and it
bears the marks of the period to which he belongs. How
ever, certain "functions of the mind are common to the
whole of humanity," although there are different de
grees of development.
The twentieth century is finding the economic life
of the world a unit. Late President Wilson one time
stated "this would be the last great war from which
the United States could keep free," and yet before the
year 1917 had reached its center, the United States was
engulfed in the struggle. I think I am correct in saying
that no careful historian today will deny that the war
found its base in the competitive economic struggle of
the European nations.

WHY REVERE WASHINGTON?

DR. KUREM'S PRESCRIPTION

By Loyal Ringenberg

Here is an article written for the
express purpose of prescribing cures
for all the curious ailments on the
campus at Taylor University; so do
not become riled or hurt if the pre
scriptions do not seem to be the pro
per ones in all the cases I must handle.

Two wrong attitudes toward the
Father of our nation are possible: he
may be underestimated, or he may be
Worshipped.
Under-estimation may be due to
any of a number of causes. Good peo
ple often have narrow views of great
ness. They fail to interpret the deeds
of others correctly, because they do
not study the circumstances and sur
roundings which occasioned those
deeds. Many good people lack insight
into' the reason for things. As in
Washington's day, so there have al
ways been large numbers whose know
ledge in statecraft has been to meagre
to afford them a standard by which
to marvel at or repudiate such great
principles upon which our Republic
is founded.
There are some few men, however,
whose evil minds make them the nat-

QUINCE SAYS:

The economic interdependence of today excels that
of any other time. The length of the radius of the econ
omic circle is evident. Mr. Ely says "the forces which,
in the long run, control the trend of prices, are world
wide rather than national in scope." Human wants have
multiplied and it takes a world in production to satisfy
a world community.
The culture of the civilized world is tending toward
unity. There are major and lesser "patterns" which com
pose civilization. A quick survey of civilization shows
the major "patterns" of the world to be identical. Pro
fessor Wissler in a study of this fact calls it the "uni
versal pattern" and classifies these major patterns as
Material traits; Scientific knowledge, Religious prac
tices; Family and Social systems; Property; Government;
and War.
The culture of any people is dynamic and diffusion
is sure. The Indian took the idea of the horse from the
Spanish; Columbus found the Indian smoking and took
tobacco back to Europe. The crossword puzzle jumped
from United States to England and then to France. Gar
age, Apache, camouflage, etc. enter the vocabulary of
distant peoples. The principle of this diffusion is from
the center outward in the form of concentric circles. The
crudest form of the cultural trait will be found farthest
from the center. Other things being equal, the farther
away from the center, the longer it takes a new cultural
trait to penetrate. Geographic distance may remain the
same, but improved means of transportation will reduce
the time element. The telegraph, the cablegram, and the
radio increase communication. Thus today the culture
trait works rapidly out toward the circumference.
Whether we desire it or not forces are at work to
bring every section in contact with every other section,
and provincialism must give way to world community.
The needs of the hour are wise leadership and enlarge
ment of our thought processes. The call is for leaders
who are fully socialized, and who will put the needs of
humanity ahead of personal gains. Unity of purpose
follows unity of thought. We must think in world terms
or the forces of modern civilization will prove ruinous.
Science has given us such engines of human destruction,
and deadly gases that the people of the world must learn
to' appreciate the meaning of the world as a group.
Christ's principles will put "new and sacrificial living
into world loyalties."
J. Arthur Howard, Senior Class Sponsor

THE SENIOR GIFT PROJECT
It is a beautiful custom among senior classes to
leave a gift as an expression of appreciation for their
Alma Mater, as a tribute of devotion to her ideals, and
as a memorial to the class. As in the matter of the
payment of organization dues, the response of each
member in support of this class project is left to the
individual. But privileges within an organization pre
suppose obligations to that organization. The thoughtful
student assumes when he joins a club or society that a
certain part of the expenses of the group will devolve
upon himself. The same idea holds in regard to' classes.

"Boss, 'low ah oughter comment on
de wedder, but dis yere Indiana wedder am mos' unstable to 'low grounds
fer dat. Guess Ah'll stan' on dis soap
box.
"Marse Duckworth say he lak hist'ry 'cause he hep mak' it. Ah spek
he do mak' a PERIOD. 'Pears to me
lak dat young feller Simons oughter
lak hist'ry too; fo', 'pon mah word,
he done mak' one gran' DASH!"
ural minimizers of those who are
great. They never seem quite so hap
py as when they are able to drag
others down to their own level. It is
a significant testimony to Washing
ton's integrity that Thomas Paine,
whose name is noteworthy in that list
of egotistic philosophers who are ev
er averse to the things which they
do not understand, was one of his early
defamers.
Hero worship is like the failure of
under estimation in one important re
spect;—it springs from a lack of un
derstanding of the whole man. It
seems to require only a few genera
tions for all of a hero's faults to be
forgotten and for him to gain his identity with the rest of that immortal
class who have gone beyond.
This works an injustice both to
ourselves and to the historical person
age. We deprive our judgments of the
full truth. We virtually deprive the
man of his greatness; for if he is not
human his greatness is not an achieve
ment at all, but only on act of deity.
Washington was neither more nor less
than a man; but he was a great man.
Washington's greatness cannot be
increased or diminished by opinion.
The Republic that he built is the un
deniable witness to his genius. Under
his perseverance and strategem the
nation was born. Under nis wisdom its
character was designed. Under his
prudent supervision it was nourished
and developed against the stress o'f
tremendous adversity. Thanks to the
man under whose direction a govern
ment was formed, capable of satisfy
ing the claims of both Federalist and
Anti-Federalist, and of providing for
the highest degree of individual lib
erty and, at the same time, the great
est possible national stability! Thanks
to' the Providence which directs the
course of human affairs and ere the
crucial hour arrives, prepares the
great men that we need!

Of course, it would be rather
strange if we did not admit the ex
istence of peculiar problems which
have long waited for satisfactory solu
tion. To me, it is sensible to think
that four years of careful observa
tion of conditions and circumstances
should at this time yield perfect pan
aceas for every ill.
It is my purpose, to express it
weakly, to declare the existence of a
number of "impossible situations" in
the daily Chapel. How to "still the
waves" is a problem of first magni
tude. In other years five minutes were
given as the allotted time to meander
from a dormitory or a classroom and
fix yourself in a comfortable posture
for a thirty minute doze. But, in an
effort to shorten the sleeping period
and to make the dash for chapel less
strenuous for a number of aging stu
dents, the Dean, in 1929, brought about a radical innovation—the passing
period was lengthened to eight min
utes. Was the situation ameliorated?
Not exactly; the good effects were
not permanent. Is it getting worse?
No, it couldn't be. As things are, we
have time to let out a torrent of trivial
talk about the technique of study
without work before the singing be
gins.
Dr. Kurem prescribes, to mitigate
the distressing situation, that who
ever announces the hymns should
whisper them just a little lower or at
least in a subdued tone, so as not to
disturb the deep discussions among
the students. Then, for the sake of
the over-burdened Seniors who find
it necessary to study in chapel, it
would be a material help for them to
have lap boards in case they wished
to do some writing.
Another aspect of the chapel situ
ation is the difficulty of regular at
tendance of seniors and faculty mem
bers. The high-ups are always the
hardest cases, thinking themselves to
be beyond the reach of mortal might
and authority. How to enhance chap
el for the few who' think themselves
too busy to come can be done in but
one way: have Professor Greer eluci
date on strange, unheard-of subjects,
as is his delightful habit, for an in
definite period. How are announce
ments to be abated? By broadcasting
them instead of reading them from
the platform. Yes, they may be jaz
zed up a bit if they are picked up in
the parlors, but gossip will make
things go fairly straight?
The next case which must be diag
nosed is that of the Junior Class and
their forgotten rules. Failure to suc
cessfully handle noteworthy projects
is a certain indication of serious in
ner ailment. The surest symptom of
this Class's disintegration is their
failure to enforce the rules which they
themselves formulated. Has anyone
suspected that they bit off twice as
much as they could possibly chew?
ALUMNI NEWS
History students, as well as other
friends, will be interested in this bit
of news from Idris Hinshaw, who re
ceived her A. B. from Taylor last
June: "All fall I have been working
toward my M. A. degree in history at
Columbia University. Do you remem
ber Hayes, whom we blamed for our
History 32 books in T. U.? He cer
tainly is a very interesting professor.
Then too, I am taking work under the
famous Muzzey, and under Hazen,
Fox, and Ayres."

Society depends upon the finer intuitions of intelli
gent beings to carry on its program. These individuals
must exercise their sense of discernment of the more
excellent values, and must choose the better ways, of
Miss Evelyn Duryea is an assistant
their own free will. Compulsion defeats the decrees of
in the Education Department in the
gratitude, loyalty, and love. Altruism becomes a real
State University at Columbus, Ohio.
part of the senior's civic education when he unselfishly
She has been elected to membership
contributes his share towards leaving something behind
in the Pi Lambda Theta, the National
Women's Honorary Education Soror
which, not he himself, but others will enjoy. Doing our
ity.
bit will call for sacrifice on the part of some of us.
But this is part of the Lord's work, as much so as is
Rev. and Mrs. Travis Purdy attend
missionary work in Africa, we dare to say. For, is it
ed the play, "Jezebel," last Thursday
evening.
more important to send out conduits than it is to keep
Judge: Have you any proof that she
the fountain open? We are persuaded that we can de
hit you in the eye?
Paul Bard, who graduated from
pend upon God to help us supply this need as well as
Chilson: Proof! Why here it is in Taylor last year, is pastor of a Nazany other which may arise.
black and white!
arene Church in Ogilvie, Minnesota.
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"BIRDS" IS HOBBY
OF PHILOSOPHER
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MAYTAG GYMNASIUM UNDER CONSTRUCTION

NOTED AUTHOR SHOWS
VARIED INTERESTS

QUEEN OF HEARTS
GUEST AT TAYLOR
DINING HALL BECOMES
LAND OF ROMANCE

By Elsie Fuller
"My only hobby is my upstanding
orthodoxy,—not a dead orthodoxy,
but what you at Taylor University
call the evangelical position," Doctor
Keyser said during a special inter
view for The Echo.
"I do not believe that God gave
us too much or too little in the Bible,
but He gave us enough for our guid
ance in everything that is necessary
to our welfare in this life and to our
eternal destiny in the life to come, a
finished creation, a finished incarna
tion, a finished atonement, a finished
Bible. Anyone who is ashamed of Bi
ble religion ought to be ashamed o'f
himself."
Coming back to the subject of his
hobby, Dr. Keyser said, "I might say
that besides my preaching and lec
turing, and teaching Theology, I am
also much interested in the study of
birds. I have studied them more or
less from the Atlantic to' the Pacific
and from away up in Ontario down
to the Gulf Coast of the United
States.
After some special studies in Col
orado, I wrote a book entitled "Birds
of the Rockies." My book, "Our Bird
Comrades," is still in print and is
used as supplementary reading in
high schools and colleges.
"I'm glad to hear a few song spar
rows around the Campus; the birds
are coming back. When you want to
study birds, I'll tell you how—get a
good bird manual and a good field
glass and put on your old clothes and
ramble out into the haunts of our
feathered neighbors."
Dr. Keyser is very much interested
in his work in the Department of
Systematic Theology at Wittenberg
University. He has been there since
1911. He is now teaching Christian
Dogmatics, Christian ethics, Chris
tian Apologetics, and Christian Psy
chology.
Dr. Keyser is an Editor of "The
Bible Champion" and he is a contribu
ting editor to "The Essentialist" in
which he reviews a book a month and
writes Notes and Comments. He has
written books on various subjects.

Taylor University Chapel, Feb. 14,
(By N. B.)—The chapel services this
week verified the old adage, that
variety is the spice of life. Dr. Paul
started out Monday morning by in
jecting quite a number of interesting
side issues into his message. This, he
said was done in order to keep his
audience awake.
Dr. Paul wove his message around
this verse: "And hereby we do know
that we know him; if we keep his
commandments." He pointed out that
there are two kinds of knowledge;
namely, instinctive and acquired. The
instinctive knowledge exhibited by a
mouse when it seeks its hole when
frightened. The horse also displays
the same kind of knowledge when it
obeys its master.
"Acquired knowledge," he said, "dif
fers from intuitive knowledge in the
following manner: In intuitive knowl
edge we know but do not know how
we know. In acquired knowledge we
know and know how we know. It is
acquired by direct contact with a sub
ject.
"St. Paul had acquired knowledge
when he wrote these words: 'I know
whom I have believed.' In other words
St. Paul meant that he knew God."
"Law" was the theme of the Tues
day chapel service.
Dr. Paul said that there are two
kinds of laws; namely, natural laws
and enacted laws. Constitutional and
statute laws were given as examples
of enacted laws.
"Natural laws," he pointed out,
"are uniform; for example, the law
of gravity and the laws governing the
natural phenomena. All these laws
were ordained by God and never had
to be enacted.
"The divine law is in a sense, nat
ural, in that it is always operating,"

Dining Hall, T. U., Feb. 14. (By
M. O.)—On Friday evening, Febru
ary 14, Lady Valentine, with millions
of hearts at her command, arrived at
Taylor to spend the dinner hour.
Her little maids-in-waiting with
ruffled, heart-trimmed aprons and
bandeaux served the dinner. Her cour
tiers with their white flannel trous
ers and dark blue coats formed an ex
cellent background for the pretty
maids.

View of the Maytag Gymnasium, which is under construction. The main auditorium
has a seating capicity of 2500.

said the speaker. "It may be broken
and tampered with, but it cannot be
destroyed. There are two divisions of
divine law, moral and positive.
The moral law can be reasoned out.
But positive law cannot be reasoned
out. You must accept it. God's econ
omy of life is full of positive laws.
In the garden of Eden moral law and
natural law were very closely related.
The moral laws come lorward as they
are needed." Dr. Paul stated that the
moral laws are eternally right.
Since Wednesday was Lincoln's
birthday anniversary, Dr. Paul very
forcibly brought a message to his
listeners on the greatness of the man,
Lincoln.
"Isaiah 32:2," he said, "may be ap
plied to' any man who has been out
standing and pivotal in changing e-

vents of history. Therefore, these
words may be applied to Lincoln.
"The black race hold Lincoln as
their savior. However, he is not only
admired by the black race, but by the
whole nation. It is not wise to say
that if Lincoln had not come on the
scene the Negro would not have been
freed, but we can say that he was the
person upon whom the great task fell.
"In spite of his environment, Linc
oln became great, because he was a
great soul. Although he neither pos
sessed great degrees nor had a col
lege education, he was an educated
man. He wrote many great papers on
political and philosophical questions.
"One of the things for which we
admire Lincoln is his sympathy for
his home folks. He never became so'
great that he forgot them." Dr. Paul

Deeper Experiences of Famous Christians
(This is the first of a series of articles on Famous Christians, published
by consent of the Glad Tidings Pub. Co., and the Gospel Trumpet Co.)

Life of A . J . Gordon
One of the most famous Spiritfilled ministers of modern times was
Dr. Adoniram Judson Gordon. His
deeply spiritual books, especially "The
Ministry of the Spirit," have been a
means of deepening the faith and ex
perience of many of the Lord's chil
dren.
Gordon was born in New Hampshire,
April 13, 1836. His parents were de
vout Christians of the Old School Bap
tist type. Adoniram was a "thought
less, somewhat indifferent, unrespon
sive lad" until about fifteen years
of age. There were twelve children
in the family, and his life, like that
of the others, was little out of the
ordinary. He helped his father in the
little wooden mill owned by him, and
worked on the farm.
At about fifteen years of age Ad
oniram became interested in the salva
tion of his soul. His conviction of sin
became very deep until finally it was
unendurable. He spent a whole night
in such anguish of soul that his fath
er was obliged to sit up with him un
til daybreak. "Calm as the sunshine
which flooded the hills the next day
was the boy spirit which had found
peace with God through our Lord Je
sus Christ," says his son, in the bi
ography of his father.
Soon after his conversion to Christ
he was baptized and received into the
church. Before his conversion he cared
but little for books. Study was a very
unpleasant task to him. But after his
conversion new desires and ambitions
took possession of him, and he ap
plied himself diligently to his studies.
Soon after his sixteenth year he op
enly confessed to the church his de
sire and determination for the min
istry. An old deacon remarked to
someone, "Judson is a good boy, and
he would make a good minister if he
only had ENERGY." Little did he
foresee the life of incessant toil and
consecrated energy awaiting the seem
ingly sluggish lad.
Young Gordon was sent to a pre
paratory school, and worked during
all his spare hours to help pay his
tuition and other expenses. He was
very anxious to master the Greek

language, so that he would better un
derstand the New Testament. In 1856 he went to Brown University. He
took but medium rank as a scholar,
but his reading was extensive. In
1860 he entered the Newton Theo
logical Seminary. The Civil War then
broke out, and he was fired with a
desire to go to' the front with many
of his comrades. But, strong aboli
tionists as they were, his parents
were so thoroughly opposed to his
going that he finally gave up the pur
pose.
Before leaving the seminary, he
preached a number of times in sur
rounding villages. In 1863 he gradu
ated, and accepted a call to become
pastor of the little church at Jama
ica Plain, near Boston. He was six
years at this little church on the sub
urbs of Boston. The church prosper
ed and increased in numbers under
his ministry, and the people were
loathe to part with him when he re
ceived a call from an important
church in Boston, in 1867. He declined
the new call over and over again,
but the Boston church would take no
denial. He wrote out a letter of ac
ceptance, but tore it up again. At
last the pressure became so great
that, in 1869, he accepted the pastor
ate of the Clarendon Street Baptist
Church, in Boston, the church where
he was destined to become famous.
Boston was full of skepticism and
unbelief, and Clarendon Street Church
was in a very sluggish spiritual con
dition when Gordon became the pas
tor. It was a very wealthy and ex
clusive church, and there was put lit
tle room for the poor in it. "A line
of substantial merchants and bankers
ran up and down the ends of the most
desirable pews."
Dr. Gordon remained pastor of
Clarendon Street Church for more
than a quarter of a century. By per
severing in preaching the plain un
varnished truths of the gospel he at
last saw the church completely trans
formed. It became one of the most
spiritual and aggressive churches.
The great secret of Dr. Gordon's
(Continued on page 5 col. 3)

ended by making this pertinent ob
servation: "Make good and the world
will not ask your past standing."
On Thursday Dr. Paul gave some
very sound and beneficial advice to
those who were preparing for the
ministry. His message was built around the text, "These things write
I unto you, that your joy may be
full."
"People are more concerned," com
mented the speaker, "with being fillfilled than with being emptied. We do
not like for people to' tell us that we
are in need of something which they
profess to have. Therefore, in preach
ing holiness we must be very careful
not to pose, because human nature
resents our putting on airs in our line
in order to' sell ourselves. No great
man poses as a great man.

Lady Valentine brought with her
three special treats. They were: the
two "Rosies", known as Mary Ella
Rose and Donald Rose, who played
delightful music, such as "Sweethearts
on Parade" and "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart"; and Inah Mae Masters
who sang "The False Prophet."
Charming Lady Valentine surely
produced an environment conducive to
"heart-to-heart" talks. If in the near
future, there are any drastic results
we shall lay the blame on her.

Fox Plans Future
Exclusive information regarding the
future of Mr. Kenneth Fox, prominent
member and erstwhile president of the
Class of '30, was unearthed by the
Echo's indefatiguable news-hounds re
cently. Mr. Fox declined to make any
statements for the press regarding
the graduate school of his choice, but
a few quotations from a catalogue
for which he admits having sent,
throws light on the subject.

"We want men and women in earn
est,
who are not here to drift, to dream
Business Man: So you want to sell
or play," says the catalogue of the
me some books, do you?
Theological Seminary, the name of
Don Rose: Yes.
B. M.: Well, I have no words with which we must withhold. This high
which to' express my contempt tor a standard is interpreted in various
ways, doubtless to the satisfaction of
book agent.
Mr. Fox.
Rose: Then allow me to sell you one
of our dictionaries. It contains 50,000
"At intermissions, those desiring
words in which you can express your recreation engage in such simple
contempt.
games as jumping, blackman, or ball,
etc. Boys and girls play together, but
Merchant: Before I can engage you games which culminate in too inti
you will have to pass an intelligence mate association are prohibited."
test.
One of the splendid rules is: "Re
Helen E.: Intelligence test? Why, frain from keeping company with the
the advertisement said you wanted a opposite sex." This regulation has so
stenographer.
perturbed Mr. Fox that it is doubtlful
whether he will be able to pass the
coming philosophy examination. How
ever, he has leeway in the statement
that "in the main building there are
six large rooms and two small reci
tation rooms, with halls and stair
ways." Further, the catalogue assures
us that "there are always some mar
ried students who desire accommo
dations." "Accommodations of this
kind are none too plentiful, so write
early." Doubtless Mr. Fox has done
so.

Co-Ed Sick

It is rumored that he is already tak
ing a correspondence course from one
of the teachers, which "is different
from the regular correspondence
courses advertised elsewhere." The en
rollment fee is $1.00 at the beginning
of the course. "If a final examination
is desired, this can be had for $.25 ad
ditional, and if a creditable examina
tion is passed, a certificate is given,
signed by the teacher." Mr. Fox has
not yet received his certificate.
Those desiring to verify this article
address Swallow Robin Dormitory,
Room 17, where the catalogue is now
on file.

Recital Postponed
Because Of Illness
Magee Hall, Feb. 15. (By E. M.)—
One of the most anticipated features
of the season has been postponed due
to the illness of Miss Irene Reeder,
junior student in music. Her recital
which was scheduled for February
19, will be given at a future date.
Miss Reeder is known for her abil
ity as a pianist. She was the prize
winner (1929) of the Skinner Piano
Contest and also took second honors
in the pipe organ contest of the same
year. Her technique is excellent, and
she undoubtedly stands among the
best student pianists in the college.

Same Thing
"Did you give him a hair cut?"
Mac: No, I just moved his ears oui
half an inch.

A Definition of Nothing
A Scotch farmer, being elected
the school board, visited the villaj
school and tested the intelligence
the class by this question:
"Now, boys, can any of you tell n
what nothing is?"
A small boy in the back seat ros
"It's what you gi'd me the oth
day for holding your horse."
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SeNlOR
COFF€^,
HOUS

Pauline Collins
In the days of the Seventeenth Cen
tury, there were found here and there
throughout England, Coffee-Houses—
the famous ones being The Mermaid,
Will's, The Literary Club, and Bur
ton's.
Picture with me a group of men,
seated around a large table, with their
attentions centered on one man, a
huge, fat, awkward gentleman of vul
gar manners and appearance, who
monopolizes most of the conversation.
This is descriptive of no other man
than Samuel Johnson, founder of the
Johnsonian Circle, of which Burke,
Fox, Gibbon, Goldsmith, Reynolds, and
others were members. It was at these
houses that the wits, historians, and
politicians gathered to exchange
courtesies or wage war an various top
ics and writings of the day.
But why dwell on the past? For
this reason: these men of genius have
inspired some of our present day lit
erature; and even today we have found
in nooky corners of Lunch Rooms and
Parlors just such groups, gathered
for the purpose of discussing the Pol
itics of the campus, the big Social
Problems—and the various Wits of
the day.
Gathered in such a group were found
the following well known people, on
the campus of Taylor University:
Ruby Shaw, Jeff Paul, Miguel Palacio, Ruth Bowers, Elsa Buchanan, and
Robert Annand. They had just fin
ished their sodas, when a messenger
brought a manuscript—a poem from
Dr. Blodgett!

STARS
Ruby Shaw
Three stars there are in the dark sky
of Life
That lighten our way from above;
And one is Faith, and one is Hope,
But the brightest of all is Love!
I wandered for years in a gloomy
wood,—
Lost, and afraid was I;
For all was dark, and there no Guide
Till I chanced to raise my eye
From the earth beneath, and found
at last
The star of Hope in the sky.
I sailed my boat o'er the stormy sea,
Nor knew where land might be;
And the waves of doubt rolled high
and fierce,
Almost submerging me;
But I steered my course by the star
of Faith,
And it saved me from the sea.
I lived in a world, and the load of my
sin
Was more than I could bear.
"0 God," I cried, "How canst Thou
forgive?"
And I wept in my despair;
But He drew my eyes to the bound
less skies,
And the star of Love was there.

Three stars there are in the sky of
Life
That lighten our way from above;
Poems from our dear professor are And one is Hope, and one is Faith,
always acceptable. Thank you, Dr. But the brightest of all is Love!
Blodgett! Here you are.
We are glad to publish a poem by
one of our Porto Rican students, thus
THE WIND
bringing ideas and atmosphere from
a different clime.
H. T. Blodgett
SCIENCE
West wind, best wind,
Laden rich from perfumed isles;
By Miguel Palacio
Prime wind, thyme wind,
Bringing sweets across the miles.
I dreamed I found that in a far-off
land
Fall wind, tall wind,
Dame Science in her realm of glory
Shaking apples from the trees;
dwells.
Chill wind, ill wind,
A luring mysteries, yet her treasures
Hast'ning home the honey bees.
grand
Are open as the sunkissed hills and
Fine wind, line wind,
dells,
Busy doing giddy flirts;
And free as all the fluttering clouds
Gay wind, stray wind,
on high,
Frisking with my lady's skirts.
And whistling winds that roam the
coastless sky.
Night wind, light wind,
Out from her busy humming shops
Sighing lonely ever more;
she stepped
Kind wind, blind wind,
And sweetly welcomed me while there
Nixie's voices, o'er and o'er.
I stood
Perplexed; with awe and joy I almost
Bleak wind, freak wind,
wept.
Sways the high tops of the trees;
"All hail! All is worth while and good
Cold wind, old wind,
You find within my realm. Mortal—
Blowing down from Northern seas.
partake!
Here lie a thousand sleeping powers
Bold wind, scold wind,
to 'wake.
Snarling ugly at the door;
'Servant of Mankind,' this the happy
Gruff wind, rough wind,
name
Piling ragged waves ashore.
By which I'm known, and which I'm
proud to own."
Strong wind, wrong wind,
Then as she smiled, a lambent, orblike
Tearing at the tossing boughs;
flame,
Bad wind, mad wind,
Like a crown of glory o'er her fore
Loose upon a wild carouse.
head shone;
Her curling lips, then slyly half be
Low wind, slow wind,
trayed
Blowing raw across the marsh;
A sternness sharper than a warrior's
Dark wind, stark wind,
blade.
Rattling reed stalks dry and harsh. She led the way; behind, 1 often
strayed,
Rude wind, crude wind,
Upon the winding roads to heights aFlapping crazy beggars rags;
bove;
Whirl wind, churl wind,
"And here," she sighed, "the multi
Scolding round the dizzy crags.
tudes have prayed
For lights on war, and some for peace
Clear wind, dear wind,
and love;
Voices soothing every fear;
Now read the sky all writ with stars
Fleet wind, sweet wind,
that shine,
Loving presence ever near.
You need no charts to see the light
divine."

Jeff Paul

RAISING THE DEVIL
By ROBERT D. ANNAND

When Dian wheels her silv'ry chariot
home,
And stars bo-peep and sink beneath
the sea,
And amber gleams rise o'er the east
ern lea,
And chanticleer has called his mates
to roam;
When tender Night has wept her
limpid tears
O'er every blade of grass, and flow'r,
and tree
(She weeps because the dawn she may
not see);
Then, darkness gone, vanished its
weakly fears,
The blithe Aurora tends the waking
earth.
Refreshingly, she balms the student's
brow,
Rejoicing, sends the farmer to his
plow,—
Man and Nature alike she gives new
birth;—
No creature lives but she his cup will
fill,
Who bravely comes and holds toward
Morn good will!

On and on rode Peter Houston, the
itinerant preacher, covering his new
circuit for the first time. The circuit
was the most difficult in the confer
ence. Preacher followed preacher on
this circuit with always the same re
sults. The people were unresponsive
to the Gospel. Peter Houston had been
praying as he rode along that God
would somehow stir the people out
of indifference and bring a gracious
revival to the whole field. The many
miles of a hard day's ride in the sad
dle had wearied both man and beast.
Night was drawing its cover of dark
ness over the weary pair and yet no
resting place was found in this wild
country. The faithful horse had be
come lame and it would soon be ab
solutely necessary to come to a halt.
They plodded on, Peter hoping that
each turn in the road would bring
some sign of farm or homestead where
lodging could be found. At last a
clearing was sighted and back from
the road stood a rough, frame house
and barn. Peter Houston, travel-worn
and dusty, with his shaggy hair and
deep black eyes, massive frame and
homespun clothes, alighted from his
horse and knocked at the door o'f the
The subject of eating never fails house. From within a feminine voice
to excite interest. Possibly ideas called out, "Who's there, and what
have changed since 1929, when this do you want?"
essay was written. Believe it or not!
"I'm Peter Houston, the Methodist
preacher," was the response and, "I'd
like shelter for the night for myself
Let's Eat
and my horse." The woman opened the
door.
By Elsa Buchanan
"So you are Peter Houston be you,"
In the "good old days," longed for she said, looking him over from head
by so many, a girl was considered ex to foot. "I've heard a 'heap sight' of
tremely vulgar if she either hinted you these last few years and here I
or showed at any time that she pos see's you at me own door asking for
sessed such an unladylike attribute as a place to stay. So you be to blame
an appetite. If she should be seen for these here revival meetings I've
eating with relish, she might slip a heerd so much about where folks roll
notch or two from her social posi on the ground and shout and git con
tion. And if she dared anything so verted."
terrible as to eat ravenously, society
in general was utterly horrified and
at once began such whisperings as:
"She's all right, but
," "very un
ladylike," "too masculine and unre
fined," and "this is an exclusive party,
and, though she is entertaining, we
must not invite her."
And the boys—well, although in
their secret hearts they admired the
straightforwardness of such a girl,
never would they dare to "keep com
pany" with her. She might be the life
of the picnic, of the sleigh ride, or of
the party, but Custom decreed that
there was nothing quite so sweet as
a slip of a girl, pecking daintily at
her food. Thus the girls of the time
continued to pass the food by, with a
secret yearning, and to hush Nature's
demand until their own private kitch
ens were reached.
There is no one, I'm sure, who has
not heard of the story of the girl who
declared before her suitor, that she
had no appetite whatever, and did no
more than barely taste the food. Then
later, the young gentleman, passing
her home through an alleyway, saw
her sitting on the back steps, greedily
eating the supposedly undesired beans
out of the pan with the cooking ladle.
Such was the girl 01 tne yesterdays.

"I must be the one you've heard about. Do you have a place where I
can sleep and a place for my horse?
We're nigh as weary as we can be.
Looked like we were going to sleep
under the stars tonight when we came
upon your house. We're not particu
lar, just any place to' sleep."

The man and woman below evi
dently heard the clatter of the gal
loping horse for there was a sudden
shuffling of feet. Peter put his eye
to the crack in the floor again.
The man and woman appeared ter
rified. "It's my husband, and he's
drunk. He'll kill you if he finds you
here. It's too late to get out of the
door without being seen. Quick! Hide
in here or he'll kill you." The woman
led the way across the room to a large
barrel filled with fluffy cotton and
lifting out a large armful ordered the
man to jump into the barrel, which
he did, and was immediately covered
with the armful of cotton and hidden
from sight.
The concealment was not a moment
too soon. The drunken husband came
bursting into the house, cursing pro
fusely.
"Sh—," the woman greeted him.
"Be quiet, Bill, there's a preacher
here."
"A preacher," blustered out her
husband, as he unloosed another string
of oaths.
"Sh—," the wife again interposed.
"You must be quiet, as the preacher,
Peter Houston, is sleeping up above."
"Peter Houston!", he said with a mazement, "Peter Houston here. Why
I been told as how everywhere Peter
Houston went he 'raised the devil,'
and if Peter Houston is in this here
house he's going to do it for me."
The husband started for the ladder
while his wife tried to divert him
from his purpose, and begged him not
to disturb the preacher, but wait till
morning. The husband would not be
diverted and so he climbed the ladder
to the floor above where Peter was
supposed to be sleeping.
He grabbed Peter by the arm and
shook him. "Are you Peter Houst
on?" he demanded.
"That's my name," responded Peter.
"The boys tell me how as every
place you go you 'raise the devil.' You
got to show me."
"All right," said Peter. "If you in
sist I'll go down with you and raise
the devil right in your own house."
With this the two men descended
the ladder to the room below where
the woman stood, trembling with
fear, not knowing what to expect
next.

"Well, I reckon as how I could let
you sleep in the straw upstairs if you
ain't particular and is a willing to
risk being here when my old man
comes home. He's off somewhere gittin' drunk and there's no tellin' what
he might do when he comes home full
"Now," said Peter, "when I raise
of whiskey. He's a bad actor when
the devil he'll try and get out of here,
he's full but if you think as how it's
and you have to help and I'll give you
safe I reckon as how I'll take you
this stick and you hit him if he tries
in."
to run. He'll probably try to get out
The horse was soon in the barn and the open window there so you stand
properly cared for. Peter lost no time by the window, and stop him."
in crawling up the ladder to his bed
With this arrangement he gave the
of straw and was nearly asleep when man a large stick and stationed him
he heard the sound of a horse coming near the window.
up the road at a leisurely pace and
"Are you all ready?" Peter asked.
then a few moments later, the sound The man, considerably sobered by the
of voices in the room below. Peter tense situation, answered with a curse.
lay thinking of what the woman had
Peter drew a match from his pocket
said of her husband and his drunken
and lighting it, walked to the large
rampage when he came nome. It seem
barrel of cotton on the far side of
ed that the wayward husband had
the room opposite the window, and
come home sober on this night at
set fire to the cotton. The blaze in
least. Such stillness now reigned be
creased in volume as all stood gaz
low that Peter's curiosity was arous
ing intently, when suddenly there aed, and brushing the straw away
rose out of the barrel a peculiar look
from a crack in the rough flooring he
ing creature who jumped from the bar
put his eye to the crack and peered
rel all aflame and rushed as a flam
upon the unexpected sight below.
ing demon toward the window to make
The woman was sitting contentedly his escape, but ere he reached it, Bill,
upon the man's lap while they ex dropping his large stick, dove head
changed hugs and kisses. "That's first out of the window with the
strange," thought Peter, "the 'old "flaming devil" after him, and both
man' must have surprised her and disappeared into the night.
come home sober for a change and
The news spread like wildfire of the
they are making the most of the oc preacher who could "raise the devil."
casion." With this meditation he roll The meeting houses were packed the
ed over again and was fast losing following Lord's day. The crowds
consciousness when he was fully a- came from far and near to see and
ro'used by the terrific galloping of a hear the new preacher. Peter Houston
horse evidently runnnig at full speed preached faithfully the "good news"
on the gallop and breathing noisily and soon the revival was on, and this
as though winded from a long, hard most difficult circuit became one of
run.
the most spiritual and fruitful.

I am exceedingly thankful that yes
terday's girl, for the most part, has
disappeared, .today, she scorns hypoc
risy. She is herself. And if the elders
of her sex remonstrate with her for
appeasing Nature's insistent demands
without shame, she, wisely, pays no
heed. Do' not get the impression that
she gorges herself. No! She guards her
slimness too carefully for that. But
it is to her everlasting credit that she
is not ashamed of her appetite. And
why should she be? She uses up a
great deal of energy, hiking, swim
ming, skating, or even flying over
the countryside in some car,—prob
ably either her father's or her broth
er's. This energy must be renewed,
and she follows, simply, Nature's plan
for its renewal. Is the modern girl,
then, anything else but wise? She is,
indeed that, but she is also more. She
is honest. For she, in her eating, is Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise
Trust no Future, ho'we'er pleasant!
not afraid to admit the truth—that
again;
Let the dead Past buy its dead!
Hidden talent sometimes shows it
Mr. Paul received the inspiration she does have an appetite. So, girls,
The eternal years of God are hers;
Act,—act
in the living Present!
self. Ruby Shaw was once captured for his sonnet, early on a January let's not be hyprocritical, but, when But Error, wounded, writhes in pain,
Heart
within, and God o'erhead!
by the poetic Muse and, lo, the re morn—it pays to arise early. Note meal-time comes and we are hungry,
And dies among his worshippers.
sult!
how it fairly tingles with genius!
LET'S EAT!
—Emerson
—Longfellow
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Radical Changes
In New Catalog
Executive Offices, T. U., Feb. 15.
(Special)—The 1930-31 Catalog of
Taylor University is nearly completed
and will be in circulation in a few
days. This is the earliest it has come
out during the present administration.
The early publication is due to the
fact that an unusual demand for Tay
lor University Catalogs has exhausted
the supply covering the present school
year.
A preview of this issue calling at
tention to some added features may
be of interest.
In its introduction it will present
Taylor as a first class standard col
lege of A-rating in the State of In
diana, a standardizing agency that
holds the very highest criteria for col
leges and enforces them very rigidly.
The new Catalog makes more of the
Bachelor of Science degree, listing on
the 18th page majors in Art, Home
Economics, and Speech. A display of
the B. Mus. majors, Piano, Pipe Or
gan, Voice, and Violin also has prom
inence on this page.
In the description of courses there
are offerings in Art running , up to'
number 26 and representing a com
plete up-to-date Art major. Biblical
Literature courses have all been re
written. These are so arranged as to
cover the entire Bible consecutively
in very attractive offerings.
French offerings 6 and 7 have been
added, surveying French Literature
and providing a teachers' course in
Grammar and Composition. Radical
modifications have been made in Lat
in 1 and 2 which those concerned may
look up. The description and state
ment of the first three courses in
Physics has been rewritten. New
statements have been made of the
courses in History of Religion, Mis
sions, and Principles of Religious Ed
ucation. The Spanish department has
been enlarged to include a Spanish ma
jor.
Other interesting new courses are
described in the Catalog. The course
in Homilefics has its plan revised and
a new statement by Professor Greer.
Similar revisions have been made in
the offerings in Systematic Theology
and Christian Evidences. Speech and
Dramatic Art come to' the front with a
full major which admits the course in
Logic and certain courses in English.
The Dramatic and Speech features
are separated and Speech is empha
sized by being given first place with
some attractive new courses. Page 68
of the new Catalog presents a new
tabular display of a four years course
in Public School Music.
The Good Will Endowment is giv
en a place in the new Catalog which
contains the usual descriptions of the
plant, and historic statements. The
new gymnasium under construction
has a place in the descriptions of the
plant.
The point system limiting extra
curricular official duties as adopted
by the student body of 1929-30 has a
place in the new Catalog.
Those who desire copies of this Cat
alogue are invited to write to Taylor
University, Upland, Ind., and receive
same.

SENIOR CLASS SPONSOR
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NARROW ESCAPE
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
The car skidded, crossed a ditch,
went through a fence, and reclined against a tree. Jimmie's arm was fas
tened between the tree and the car,
and was broken. The machine was
quickly lifted away from the tree. A
doctor was summoned and the injured
were treated.
The casualty list is as follows:
Jimmie Lohnes, suffered broken right
arm and cuts above the left eye; Mrs.
Sidney Smith, painfully injured on the
right side of her head, and given a
black eye; Everett Culp, Senior, es
caped with only a bump on the fore
head; John Tucker, nose bruised.
Miss Ellen Smith, Taylor co-ed and
daughter of Mrs. Sidney Smith, was
not injured. She says it pays to be
small.
STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

This is Dean J. Arthur Howard, able Professor of
Sociology and Economics at Taylor. (See article by him
on Editorial page).

Dr. Paul Leads
Sunday Chapel
The string quartette, composed of
the Misses Powell and Nicholson, and
Messrs. Eakers and Picklesimer held
the audience with three beautiful num
bers at three o'clock Sunday after-'
noon. The Freshman quartette gave a
special number in song, entitled,
"Seeking The Lost."
Then Dr. Paul brought his message
from "Blessed is he whose transgres
sion is forgiven, whose sin is covered."
He developed the last thought "whose
sin is covered" first. Every soul urn,
der the grace of God, beaming with
His love, is good to look upon. In the
realms of grace, one thing is becoming
to everybody—that is salvation. But
it is a great art to be able to dress
people so that they look well.
Dr. Paul defined "Blessing" as
"fortunate, and feeling good." "Bles
sed" is a richer word than "happy."
Men can feel good when they feel bad
because they have a peace and con
sciousness of God. While the waves are
beating on the outside, inside there
is an undisturbed condition. But we
are not promised exterior good fort
une—in fact, we are almost promised
the opposite.
"You need have no' doubts about
your future if your sin is forgiven.
Your whole life is at peace. God's law
is peace.
"Let him return unto our God and
He will abundantly pardon. But we
must give up our entire selves, for
if God can't forgive everything, He
won't forgive anything. He takes the
WHOLE life.
"It's a great thing when God par
dons a soul and the past is under the
blood."

George Stadsklev, class of '29, writes
a very interesting letter from Nogentsur-Marne, Seine, France. "In the
middle of October we sailedforFrance,
where we have the privilege of study
ing the language for a year, prior to
going to French West Africa. So far DELEGATION VISITS
it has been very interesting and en
MAYNARD'S CHURCH
joyable. At present we are living in
the outskirts of Paris."
Instead of having their regular
meeting last Monday evening, the
R. Clinton McGaffee, class of '29, Men's Ministerial Association went in
is serving as pastor of M. E. Churches a body to attend the revival being
at Fairtown and at Buffalo Gap, S. conducted at Zion Church, of which
Dakota. God is richly blessing his Mr. K. E. Maynard, founder of the
work.
Association, is pastor.
A song and praise service was the
Everett Shilliday is teaching Busi order of the evening. Messrs. Lyle
ness Training in the Empire Junior Thomas and Ivan Hodges sang a du
High School in Cleveland. He has six et. Mr. Hodges also sang two solo's.
classes daily, is sponsor of a Jour These numbers were enthusiastically
nalism Club, supervises intramural received by the audience.
basket ball for a thirteen team league,
Testimonies of God's power to save
and is a member of the faculty bas and keep were given, both by mem
ket ball squad. Mr. Shilliday received bers of the local church and of the
his B. S. in Education at Bliss, and visiting delegation. Mr. Albert Camp
did work on his master's degree last ion spoke briefly on the subject, "The
summer in the University of Cincin Closed Door."
nati.
torium on Monday afternoon, Febru
Miss Sadie L. Miller, director of ary 24, at 4:15 o'clock. The assistants
Junior Piano work, is planning a re will be Mary Jean Tennant, reader,
cital to be given in Shreiner Audi- and Harriet Bishop, vocal soloist.

JUBILEE WEEK
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
ent speakers have not yet been au
thorized.
It is planned, however,
to have speakers of high calibre, such
as Billy Sunday or Governor Leslie
of Indiana. The latter has promised
to speak here sometime.
There will be one evening of par
ticular interest. The orchestra will be
a feature. A Taylor professor (not
yet chosen) will deliver a prepared
talk. This will lead up to an address
by some very prominent man.
The new auditorium with a seating
capacity of 2500 will provide ample
room for all visitors.
"Jubilee Week" may be interpreted
as a celebration of Taylor's having
attained the highest recognition in
her history as an educational insti
tution. It will also mark the opening
of the Auditorium in the new Maytag
Gymnasium.
More definite anouncements of these
activities will be made later through
the pages of the Echo.

DEEPER EXPERIENCES
(Continued from page 3, col. 3)
wonderful success in the ministry was
doubtless in his own personal experi
ence of the baptism and anointing of
the Holy Spirit, which he seems to
have received at one of Mr. Moody's
conferences at Northfield, some time
after he began his ministry at the
Clarendon Street Church. The deep
ening of his spiritual experiences
seems to have been brought about
through two great agencies—the
prayers and labors of the famous
Uncle John Vassar, and the great
meetings which Mr. Moody held in
Boston close to Dr. Gordon's church,
in 1877. Of Uncle John Vassar, Gor
don wrote: "Far beyond any man
whom I ever knew, was it true of
him that his citizenship was in heav
en, and so filled was he with the
glory and power of the heavenly life
that to many he seemed like a for
eigner speaking an unknown tongue.
(To be continued.)

AROUND THE CAMPUS
Rev. and Mrs. Maurice Jones and
little daughter, Marjorie May, Miss
Helen Dickey, and Miss Donnis Horine
of Rigdon, Indiana, were on the cam
pus Friday evening, attending the
Hansen Organ Concert. Mr. and Mrs.
Jones graduated in the class of '27.
We are glad to report that Miss Hel
en Trout, who has been ill at her
home, is back on the campus again.
Miss Irene Reeder is still in the hos
pital at Hartford City; but she is
getting better, we are glad to hear.

members of the Taylor family will
play important parts. Dr. A. Lincoln
Shute, our professor of Theology and
Biblical Literature will deliver an im
portant address on Sunday, February
23, at 10:30 A. M. Dr. Shute founded,
and was for many years president of
a noted Bible School and Theological
Seminary in India. His wide experi
ence, his broad knowledge, and his
strength of intellect, together with his
devotion to the cause of Christ, make
him a well-qualified speaker for the
occasion.
Rev. Breaden, who is now a student
at Taylor, and who' is preparing for
a ministry by airplane by taking fly
ing lessons at Marion, will give an
illustrated lecture on Arabia at the
convention. Mr. Breaden has done
missionary work in the heart of Ara
bia. He possesses souvenirs which
were given him by kings of that des
ert land.
Another speaker will be Miss Alma
E. Doering, a missionary to' Africa,
who spoke at Taylor last spring.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Tozier, of Westfield, Indiana, were guests on the
campus Sunday, visiting their daugh
ter, Ila Mae. Mr. and Mrs. O. H. New,
also of Westfield accompanied them.
Mrs. Sidney Smith of Manton, Mich
igan, has been visiting her daughter,
Ellen, the last few days.
Mrs. Joseph Antle, of Colorado
Springs, Colorado, stopped over at
Taylor during the week-end to see
her son, James. She was on her way
home from Florida, where she visited
her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, of Indianap
olis, Ind., spent Sunday on the cam
pus with their daughter, Louise.

Try Our Sunday
Special Dinners

Keever's Cafe
QUEEN CITY
Marion's Largest
Cloak Store

"Deeper Experiences
of
Famous Christians"
Gleaned from their bio
graphies, autobiographies,
and writings.
BY

J. Gilchrist Lawson

"Every Christian should read it!
Every Minister should preach it"
Sold at
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
James Rhine, Mgr.

MARIONS LADIES STORE
N. E. Cor. Square

DR. C. C. FARIS
Optometrist
504-505 Marion Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Eyes Examined And
Glasses Fitted

T. U.
LUNCH ROOM
J. LOHNES
M. PALLETT

8:00—9:30
12:30—1:30
6:00—7:30
9:30—10:20

Lunch Room

Upland State hank
CAPITAL $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00

W. W. AYRES, M.D.
Physician & Surgeon

Wm. P. FUTRELL, Pres.
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier
Upland, Indiana

OFFICE HOURS
11 to 12; 1 to 4; 7 to 8
Sun. and Wed. by appointment
Hartford City

Smith Block

FINE SHOE
REPAIRING
Best Materials

"Ben Bradford"

THE BROWN LAUNDRY CO.
Marion's Great Cleaning Plant
FELT HATS CLEANED AND
BLOCKED 75c
LAUNDERERS—
Shirts, Collars, Underwear,
Sox,
Handkerchiefs,
Ladies'
Wear, Comforts, Blankets, Cur
tains, Dry Wash, Rough Dry
Wash, Rugs, etc.
DRY CLEANERS—
Suits,
Overcoats, Dresses,
Skirts, Waists, Gloves, Hats,
Neckties, Draperies, Furs, Caps,
Sweaters.
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
STEAM PRESSED
Fred Reedy, Branch Mgr.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
February 21 and 22

are GOLD FISH DAYS at
The Pioneer Drug Store
The Rexall Store
Phone 852
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Popular Seniors
Thalo Girls, Philo Boys
Give Recital
Walk Off With Laurels
EDITOR OF "THE BIBLE
"On Ye Philos" bursts from a hun
CHAMPION" VISITS TAYLOR
dred throats, only to be nearly drown
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
ed by "Fifteen big ones for the Tha- things are yours." In sickness, in
los."
health, and at the hour of death, God
Then the whistle, and we meet Mrs. liness is profitable.
"After a careful study of compara
Wilson of Hartford City, the new ref
tive religions and philosophy," he said,
eree for the Girls.
"I have found that every error of oth
The last quarter, Kendall sinks two
er religions is excluded from the
fouls and an overhead; Rubens two
Christian religion; every error of oth
goals, and Rosey a foul. The whistle
er philosophies is excluded from the
blows and a score of 27-16 in favor
Christian philosophy or world-view.
of the Thalo girls closes the game.
Every truth of other religions and
other philosophies is included in the
BOYS GAME
Christian system, plus the redeeming
Alex was the first to recover after grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.
the shriek of the whistle. He starts
"There is nothing narrow about our
the Philos off with a goal. Stuart holy religion. Its blue print is as wide
sinks two fouls at Dodge's expense. and deep as infinity and as enduring
Third quarter. Jim Davis for as eternity. The materialistic and me
Spaude. Alex starts the score mount chanistic philosophies are narrow.
ing with a free throw from Stuart. They are of the earth, earthy; they
Time out. Alex has hurt his foot. are of the dirt, dirty."
Bible Faith
Spaude adds two points. Alex out for
Dr. Keyser chose as his text for
good. Lots of fouls but no change in
the score. Skelton gets to going and the Friday morning Chapel service,
drops two baskets straight. Stuart Hebrews 11:6, "Without faith it is
adds one for the Thalos, and Skelton impossible to please God."
"Why is faith so pleasing to God?
leaves the floor on fouls. Musselman
makes another, and so does Stuart. Because God loves to be trusted.
Bang! All over and the Blue and Nothing pleases Him more than when
White riding off with a 38-17 score. His children say, 'Father, I lay my
hand in Thine. Lead me in the way
I should go. I will walk by faith when
I
cannot walk by sight.'
BETWEEN HALVES
"Young people, if your faith is un
Wonder where Rubens and Alex dermined, what then? Don't let it go
practice Basket-ball? We notice that too' quickly. Retain your faith in the
they were both high point players. Bible and the problems of origin, pur
pose, and destiny are solved."
Musselman stayed away from his The Bible—A Little Candle and a

Spier's Hall, Feb. 13. (By M. L.)—
Owing to the great interest shown in
the play, "Jezebel," and the limited
seating capacity of Spier's Hall, the
play was given a third time at Taylor
this evening. This was the gradua
tion recital of Misses Alliene Camp
bell and Elsa Buchanan.
Even the third performance was
well attended, and was given as suc
cessfully as on the previous occasions.

Lawrence's father took him to Sun
day School for the first time one
Sunday, and on the way home, in ord
er to see if Lawrence had learned
anything, he asked:
"Who was it killed Goliath?"
"I dunno," said Bell, "I was sittin' on a back seat and couldn't see!"

An tie: I was not going forty miles
an hour—not twenty—not even ten—
in fact, when the officer came up I
was almost at a standstill.
Judge: I must stop this or you'll be
backing into something.

Mother: Donald, why in the world
are you feeding the baby yeast?
Papa: And what parable do you like
Rose: He swallowed my dime and
best, my son?
I'm trying to raise the dough.
Breland: The one about the multi
Big Light
After a few numbers by the Fresh tude that loafs and fishes.
men Quartet, Dr. Keyser brought his
Dr. CHAS. W. BECK
Douglas: How would you like to ride
concluding message to the Holiness
DENTIST
League. His text is found in "The in a patrol wagon?
Office
over the Bank
Great Panegyric upon the Word of
Baker: Oh, it might do in a pinch.
Phone 331
Upland, Ind.
God," the 119th Psalm, verse 105:
"Thy word is a lamp unto' my feet,
Floozie: Boo-hoo! I'm going home
and a light unto my path."
to mother.
r
1
John: No good, my dear; she went
"I believe in having as much light
as possible on every subject," Dr. back to grandmother yesterday.
GROCERIES, MEATS AND
Keyser said. "The most pathetic ob
PRODUCE
ject in the world is a learned agnos
Trade Here and Save $$$$$
tic. A person who does not cultivate
Phone 61
L. E. Hiatt, Prop.
his entire personality, spiritual as well
as physical, is only partially educat
ed. The greatest of all universities is
Insure In Sure Insurance
the university of a real and vital
Christian experience. Many people
love light in the material world but
Post Office Building Phone 132
are content to dwell in spiritual dark
INSURANCE SERVICE THAT
ness.
SATISFIES
Business Man: So you want to sell

Upland Regal Store

My Word!

Paul Insurance Ag'y

We do not know what electricity
is, what life is, what God is. God
wants us to cipher out some things
for ourselves; He wants us to think,
to pursue knowledge, and then to say,
when we come to the hidden things
'Father, I trust Thee fully and when
I cannot walk by sight, I am willing
to walk by faith.'

me some books, do you?
Don Rose: Yes.
B. M.: Well, I have no words with
which to' express my contempt for a
book agent.
Rose: Then allow me to sell you one
of our dictionaries. It contains 50,000
words in which you can express your
contempt.

Students
TRY
OUR
SPECIAL
CAKES AND PASTRIES
FOR YOUR PARTIES

Upland Baking Co.

dirty playing room-mate and showed
his stuff.
What gave Spade the inspiration to
play that good game?
Camel tried to play a Mexican
Jumping Bean, much to the disgust
of Kendall.
Lukey will need a NEW set of false
teeth next time.
Gorrell needs more support from
his team-mates.
Perhaps, if some people would keep
out of the doorway under the bal
cony, the ball would continue in its
course instead of having the queer
behavior of diverting from its path.
Better supply the players with a
few clothes baskets to catch the ball.
Some Class ought to donate some
money to fix the dead place in the
west end of the floor.

Above: (Left) Miss Elsa Buchanan,
and Miss Alliene Campbell, who gave
Recital.
Left: Dr. A. Lincoln Shute, who will
address Volunteers.

James Breaden, Lectures at Volun
teer Convention.

Left: Gerald Wesche, recently re-elected President of Y. P. G. L.
Right: Gomer Finch, popular President of Class of '30.

Excelsior Quartet: Left to right, Messrs. Smith, Culp, Lohnes, and Tucker. This quartet
is in special training to represent Taylor.

Ralph Dodge, State President of
Volunteers.

